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Why A PUBLIC DEBATE ON SERBIA’S 

NATO mEmBERShIP IS NEEDED

Jelena Milić, CEAS Director

„Critics of the current Government will not bring Serbia down.“

Aleksandar Vučić

the show „Teška Reč“, TV Pink, 29.9.2013. 
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l’État, c’est moi – the principle based on
which ever more openly the progressive party
leader, the first deputy prime Minister of serbia
and the Coordinator of all security services,
aleksandar vučić, is attempting to reign over
serbia, is not complementary with the notion of
a modern, stable, democratic country in the
21st century, with a clear separation of powers,
rule of law and respect for human rights. 

thirteen years since the start of its political
and economic transition, serbia is still on the
verge of slipping into a “captured state” model
of politico-economic relations. the
authoritarian trend based on which vučić is
imposing himself, and based on which he was
imposed upon us, additionally slows down the
process of consolidation. Meanwhile,
transitional justice mechanisms failed to
provide the desired results, for which serbia is
not the only one to blame. the Western
international community has previously given
up on their essence, refusing to convey to
serbia, loudly and clearly, the reasons for which
it was bombed, if the protection of civilians and
the prevention of excessive use of force were
the actual reason, and bring these

circumstances more clearly in relation with
Kosovo’s independence. by doing so, in a
country with a difficult legacy of committed war
crimes, the West, consciously or not,
contributed to stopping the process of
personnel vetting in the security system - which
the mechanisms of transitional justice
legitimately enable - much sooner than it was
supposed to.  

this is why it is dangerous to have someone
with such a large baggage of bad political
stances and decisions, like vučić, states in two
tv shows – o.K. i have sinned, i realize that, i
have changed – and self-lustrates himself in this
way, while society and the Western
international community approve. such a
rinsed-out vučić then imposes himself as the
most influential man in the country and society,
although based on state of affairs in the security
system in general as well as the fact that a new
security-information agency (bia) director has
not yet been named, such a portrayal of him is
quite questionable.  the trend is in the point at
which recently vučić quite openly equated
criticism of his government with bringing down
the state, supported by the obvious silence of
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the Western community. 

hence the open question of how much
leeway there will remain for the possibility of
correcting the consequences of these trends by
January 2014 when the formal start of accession
negotiations with the eu is expected, if the state
of serbia continues disintegrating like this, but
also whether the process itself is
comprehensive enough for this. disintegration,
of course, is not caused by the action of us,
critics of the current regime, as vučić presents
it, but comes due to the inability or lack of will
of the state to secure constitutionally
guaranteed rights for all of its citizens and
maintain its monopoly over the organized use
of force. 

how else to explain the fact that the state is
incapable of securing even the walk within the
pride Week, announced a year earlier, the route
of which – around the block consisting of mainly
public administration buildings - is already a
great enough compromise of the organizers in
order to make it easier for the state to respond
to as many security risks as possible. neither the
thesis that the state was defeated by external
elements – hooligans and violent right-wingers;
nor that it did not succumb to the pressure of
these so-called hooligans by prohibiting the
walk, holds water. the walk was prohibited
either due to the consciousness of the „national
security council in its wider composition“,
whatever that means, that there is no single
chain of command in the security system which
developments during the walk would show; or
because the state leadership does not actually
want to lead serbia towards the eu, but dares
not to publicly say so. hence it uses instead its
mercenaries to threaten violence. and then
they use this threat as an excuse for prohibiting
the walk and promotion of conservatism which
often goes further, entering the field of hate
speech. both scenarios are equally bad for
serbian citizens, as they intensify the processes
of putinization which increasingly distance it
from democratic consolidation and
europeanization. 

organization of the pride Week, a
manifestation which makes belgrade part of the
world, the Western, humane and more inclusive

than the rest of the planet, also contributes,
each and every time to our ability to review not
only the relationship of the state and the public
towards the protection of human rights and
freedoms, but also the state of affairs in the
security system. it should not be forgotten that
the news that there is about two thousand
persons on secret illegal payroll lists of the
Ministry of interior, published only a week
before the pride Week, passed completely
without any kind of denial from the police or the
government. 

the existence of these formations confirms
that even thirteen years since the october
changes, the state of serbia has not given up the
services of the main pillars of Milošević’s
criminal regime. these are the „individuals“ and
„self-organized“ paramilitary groups who
carried out false ethnic incidents in bosnia and
Croatia in the nineties, followed by the nineties
wars whose flames they ignited, and
implemented their arbitrary  terror and crimes
ordered by the government which regular units
should not commit, although they terribly
slipped into it. these are the same
„spontaneous disappointed citizens“ who burn
embassies precisely of those countries who
were among the first to support Kosovo’s
declaration of independence, the same
„spontaneously organized homophobes“ with
radios and knowledge of movement of Ministry
of interior official units who attacked peaceful
citizens and state property during the walk
within the 2010 pride, the same „campers who
the russians send humanitarian aid“ who
imposed order at the barricades in Jarinje and
brnjak in 2011. the state of serbia has clearly
not given these up, and what remains to be
determined is only whether this is because their
relationship with parts of the security system is
stronger than the alleged desire of state
authorities to lead serbia into the eu, or
because the entire process of european
integrations is supported by the new born

europeans only because of eu financial support
and the coming into power which enabled the
progressive and socialist party control over
main financial flows, without a genuine
intention to move to towards real reforms
through eu integration. thus the process of
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putinization of serbia continues through
rendering system institutions useless, creating
personality cults, attempts at establishing party
instead of democratic control over the security
system, political deals brokered with criminal
structures as well as paramilitary actions which
the state hires for carrying out the dirty work. 

there was enough circumstantial evidence of
the poor state in serbia even from before, but
unfortunately not even the „public debate“
initiated by two factions within the serbian
government, the daily newspapers Kurir and
informer, on the state of the Ministry of interior,
and which the prohibition of the walk only laid
bare, will contribute to the government, the
opposition in serbia, or the Western
international community to finally put into
focus the need for a more comprehensive
approach to assessing the state in the security
system, the necessary reform steps , and define
these as a priority. in the best case scenario,
instead of a couple of words we will get a couple
of scattered paragraphs dealing with these
issues in the next eu Commission progress
report on serbia, which is expected in the
following days. that there is no consideration of
the security system in serbia is also confirmed
by the fact that the increasingly detailed
suggestion containing fourteen measures to at
least improve the field of supervision of
electronic communications of citizens, which
the Commissioner for access to information and
personal data protection, rodoljub Šabić, and
the ombudsman, saša Janković, presented
already two years ago, apparently neither the
government, nor the opposition, nor the
Western international community considered,
not to mention thinking about it in detail.
instead, there were announcements regarding
the intention of state leadership to alter the
architecture of the security-intelligence system,
without public and expert debate, obviously in
order to facilitate non-transparent removal of
arbitrarily unwanted personnel and their
replacement with own party soldiers. a new
architecture could, would have to contribute to
better governance in the security system too
could be debated even without adopting a new
Constitution, but not without strategic
documents such as the national strategy for

foreign policy which serbia lacks, and with
national security and defense strategies, which
do not comply with the eu lisbon treaty, or the
brussels agreement. 

the intergovernmental meeting, or the
infamous specific date of the start of serbia’s
negotiations with the eu will apparently take
place in January 2014, regardless of the
aforementioned, under the condition, of course,
that the november local elections in Kosovo
take place without any serious incidents.
Cancellation of the walk, even despite the harsh
rhetoric condemnation, will not be overviewed
with all its causes and consequences, but will be
treated by the Western international
community as a populist and two-faced rhetoric
of the progressive and socialist party leadership
in light of the increasingly certain parliamentary
elections. 

germany and great britain are trying to
further ensure that relations with official
prishtina stay in focus, this time through the
circulation of a new non-paper, advocating for
as many open questions surrounding Kosovo to
be closed as soon as possible. having in mind
that the previous governments justified their
shortcomings of nearly all necessary reform
steps with the notion that it is impossible to
carry these out while we are being robbed of
Kosovo, and that the situation internally
changed little under vučić and dačić as the
current mantra of – we are fighting for a better
position of serbs in Kosovo, and you are asking
for democratization – such an approach by
germany and great britain is a needed
condition for serbia’s europeanization, but is
insufficient.

With this much wrangling about „technical“
eu criteria for starting negotiations on the
chapters for the sake of political incentives on
Kosovo, and without additional ways to have
other burning issues such as the necessity of
structural and personnel reform of the security
system put in focus, serbia and the eu cannot
even hope for an outcome similar to which the
eu agreed to with bulgaria and romania. these
two states, despite all their internal weaknesses
and russian swoops, have the black sea coast
and are nato Member states. earlier start of
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serbia-eu negotiations on Chapter 31, foreign,
security and defense policy, whose legislation is
not binding in all fields as it is for others policies,
would be a useful measure primarily for
harmonization and standardization of control
over defense industry exports, but not for other
reforms steps in the security system which must
be implemented.

this is why, until the Minister of natural
resources, Mining and spatial planning, Milan
bačević, decides to dig a channel to the black
sea too, the serbia wanting to enter the eu, and
the eu itself, are left to encourage, as soon as
possible, a debate on the need for serbia’s
nato membership in serbia. not because there
is an unwritten condition for eu membership as
it is often presented, but because the reforms
necessary for nato membership would, finally,
also encourage a comprehensive reform of the
security system, and the debate would
contribute to better understanding of the
quality of states and societies of the euro-
atlantic world in relation to all other
alternatives, without which there is clearly no
europeanization or eu integration of serbia. the
debate would also have to contribute to better
understanding of events in the nineties,
approximation of views in the wider public on
the causes and consequences of armed
conflicts, which would lessen the frustration
which is at the moment simply being swept
under the rug.  one important element of the
public debate on serbia’s nato membership
should also be the challenges of the
international community – un, other
international and supranational organizations –
in the prevention of mass crimes. this could
then also contribute to reviewing current
strategic documents in light of the brussels
agreement and their harmonization with eu
policies, for a start. this is an important step as
the current set of documents is Kosovo-centric
and fails to represent the threats, risks and
challenges which serbia faces in a realistic order.
furthermore, the debate would contribute to
better understanding of the circumstances
within the framework of the proclaimed
neutrality, primarily its reach and potential
responses to threats and risks, and the possible
alternatives for short-term and long-term

security and defense cooperation.   

a debate on serbia’s nato membership
would also give a clearer picture of current
political actors, which the sudden
democratization followed by ungrounded
positive reactions of the Western international
community, blurred completely. Considering
serbia’s nato membership would contribute to
better understanding of who is genuinely
committed to eu integration in serbia, and who
hopes and, publicly or secretly, works, on
further putinization of serbia. 

the thesis that it would be beneficial for
serbia to see the debate on nato membership
started as soon as possible seems unfounded
only at a first glance. in serbia there is a stable
core of voters who want to see serbia in the
political West, although a political campaign
which would publicly point this as a priority, or
nato membership, which boils down to the
same thing, was never led. With an objective
and convincing campaign their number would
surely increase. serbian citizens deserve braver
political leadership. they best demonstrated
this, not only by remaining calm and not rioting
after the conclusion of the brussels agreement,
but by seeing the rating of those realizing the
agreement increased. one absurdity of
contemporary serbia is that, if you add the
percentage of the electorate held by the parties
whose members express pro-nato orientation
at receptions within the state and abroad, and
remain silent in the serbian public, the
democratic part and united regions of serbia,
with those whose leadership occasionally
speaks of this topic  more openly, such as the
league of social-democrats of vojvodina,
alliance of vojvodina hungarians and liberal-
democratic party, you arrive at a quite solid
number which would , if it were any other topic
in question, be frantically employed by
everyone.  

unfortunately, open advocacy for serbia’s
membership in nato is not a point of common
action in the recently announced agreement
between ds and ldp. Which is a pity because
serbia needs a total Makeover, and not a pimp
my ride approach.
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nearly five years ago, at the european College
in bruges, a debate was organized on the
relationship between nato and the eu and the
challenges put before the eu by the increasingly
significant security challenges. speaking of the
Common security and defense policy, the
debate participants cited an extensive number
of programs in the defense industry field, and
duplication of capacities, which reduces
interoperability as the main challenges to the
policy‘s implementation. the need for
integrating the eu defense industry was seen as
an imperative, given the fact that, at that
moment, there existed 82 different programs
for equipment procurement and
manufacturing. budget appropriations, within
the exclusive jurisdiction of Member states,
were not immense already at that time, and in
the meantime, with the advent of the global
financial crisis, they became even less. possible
solutions were found in a unique procurement
system, avoidance of capacity duplication and
specialization in the field of research and
development, strengthening the domestic
market in the defense industry, increasing its
competitiveness, and, ultimately, a
multinational approach to strengthening
defense capabilities.  

this entire debate was even more interesting
because it ran parallel with the procedure of
adoption of the reform treaty of lisbon, which
introduced the greatest number of innovations
into the Common foreign and security policy
and Common security and defense policy. in
Chapter v, related to the Common foreign and
security policy, lisbon created the normative
foundations which will enable the european
union to develop its own identity in the world,
build its own system, and respond to global and
regional challenges, strengthening its role in the
global political scene. furthermore, this Chapter
was amended with two new chapters, out of
which the second is especially significant
regulating, in the increased number of
members, the field of Common security and
defense policy (Miščević, 2011: 13-25).

the amendments increased the 
importance of the eu defense policy, intensified
debates on it, opened many issues and defined
new challenges stemming, primarily, from the
limitations of the Common foreign and security
policy, the incoherent approach of Member
states to the notion of defense and the
underutilized capacity for action. the
development and success of the, now 28,
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Member states, when it comes to this new
policy will be measured in the times ahead
through efficient responses to these open issues
and challenges. the first opportunity is already
at the december summit of heads of states and
governments which placed the question of
increasing efficacy and competitiveness of the
european defense and security sector, in order
to enable better implementation of the
Common security and defense policy
objectives, as an important topic.

the topic was actualized by a Communication
of the european Commission, published on april
24, under the title „towards a More Competitive
and efficient defense and security sector”,
which contains an action plan with measures
for its development (european Commission,
2013). it will be the subject of debate among
heads of states and governments, in line with
the december 2012 Council Conclusions. the
Communication is a result of efforts of a
Working group which the european
Commission formed already in 2011 in order to
consider the possibilities for strengthening the
security and defense sector, through the
mobilization on all resources available in the
framework of existing eu policies. during the
drafting process, the Working group consulted
all relevant stakeholders within existing eu
institutions and agencies, such as the european
external action service (eeas) and the
european defense agency (eda)

there are two reasons for considering the
possibility of increasing efficiency of the security
and defense sector. the first one is political, as
an influential europe needs a strong and active
Common foreign and security policy and
Common security and defense policy,
supported by a strong and efficient security and
defense sector.

“the world needs a europe that is capable of
deploying military missions to help stabilize the
situation in crisis areas. (...) We need to
reinforce our Common foreign and security
policy and a common approach to defense
matters because together we have the power,
and the scale to shape the world into a fairer,
rules based and human rights’ abiding place”
are the words of european Commission

president barroso from september 2012, in a
speech on the state of the union.

and indeed, if the eu wants to be a credible
security factor in the world, it is necessary that
it creates a comprehensive approach using
various policies, instruments and resources, but
one which is, to a large extent, backed by an
integrated defense industry, capable of
supporting and developing military capacities
and autonomous eu action.

the second reason is economic, and its
imperative at a time of economic crisis is even
stronger. steady reduction in defense budgets
and fragmentation of the market in this field
threatens to undermine the possibility for
europe to maintain and develop its military
capacities and industry competitiveness in the
field of defense. another reason for concern is
the fact that each Member state decides on
budget reductions in line with its own priorities,
not taking into consideration the common
strategic objectives of the union. between 2001
and 2010 the eu defense budget fell from 251
billion euros to 194 billion. the reduction has an
effect on both the industry, but also on the
reduction of investment in research and
development. investment in research and
development were reduced by 14% between
2005 and 2010 and now amount to 9 billion
euros, while the usa spends nearly seven times
as much. 

to make the situation even more serious, the
defense industry plays an unusually important
role in the european economy and represents
the most important industrial sector with a 9
billion euros turnover in 2012. it is also a
generator of innovation and center of high
technology. the positive effects of its
development spill over into other fields, such as
the field of electronics or civil aviation, which all
contributes to creating new jobs for highly
educated personnel. the european defense
industry today employs 400,000 people and has
an indirect impact on another 960,000 jobs. 

in other words, maintaining a good and stable
industrial base, that is, what the eu calls a
defense technology industrial base (dtib),
represents a necessary precondition without
which the eu cannot ensure the security of its

7The New century - August-September 2013
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citizens and protect its values and interests,
implement objectives within the framework of
the Common foreign and security policy and
Common security and defense policy, as well as
enable economic prosperity. 

the factors which, at this moment, determine
and potentially undermine the efficiency and
competitiveness of the industrial base, are the
aforementioned budget reduction and market
fragmentation resulting in capacity, organization
and task duplication. the fact that the entire
80% of the existing budget is spent on
equipment procurement at the national level,
speaks of the need for action at the level of the
twenty-eight. for, if the economic crisis made it
impossible to spend more, it is advisable to
spend less. the european union, with its 1,6
million soldiers and 194 billion euros which
Member states have together, has the potential
of achieving a strategic role in the international
scene in line with its principles and values. the
condition, of course, is to overcome the budget
obstacles through active cooperation,
coordination, between resource management,
specialization, common research projects,
common procurement, greater synergy of the
civil and military sector, better standardization,
increased interoperability, and greater degree
of market integration. 

the recently presented Commission
Communication maps these problems and
provides concrete suggestions for overcoming
these in order to create a stable base for
implementing the Common security and
defense policy. it should not be forgotten that
when it comes to Common security and
defense policy, jurisdiction lays in the hands of
Member states, and that the Commission, using
its limited powers, offered a document which
presents a hybrid of regulatory and project
proposals and solutions. in order to enhance
cooperation in the field of security and defense,
and enable survival of an efficient industrial
base, the Commission suggests taking the
following actions within its jurisdiction:

further deepen the internal market for
defense and security – through the control of
Member states when it comes to application of

the two directives related to procurement and
transfers in the field of defense (directive
2009/43/eC and 2009/81/eC) and reacting to
any market distortions; monitoring the coherent
implementation of article 346 of the lisbon
treaty, which provides for the possibility of
Member states to classify confidential
information related to arms trade for reasons of
national security; publishing the green paper on
the security industry’s challenges and
establishing a register of transfers within the eu. 

strengthening competitiveness of the
defense industry – establishing standardization
for double-use products, precisely defining of
the basic raw materials for this type of industry,
supporting small and medium enterprises and
their clusters and using the european social
fund for strengthening human resources.

exploiting civilian military synergies especially
in the field of research and development

developing capability in the field of Common
security and defense policy – using double-use
products.

increasing civilian military cooperation in the
field of satellite program and project
development

developing a european strategy for energy
consumption in the defense sector in order to
reduce traditional emergent consumption and
promote the use of alternative energy sources.

strengthening the international dimension of
this sector through its integration into the eu
market policy.

the proposed measures would certainly save
time and money for Member states. european
companies which are part of the defense
industry, or are indirectly related to it, would
have easier access to non-eu markets, and with
better standardization, easier access to
european funds would also be enabled.
naturally, there is also the benefit for taxpayers
whose money would be used more efficiently,
while through the use of a new energy strategy
in the defense field, pollution would be reduced
and ecological standards improved. 
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according to statements of european
officials, the december debate is looked
forward to with great interest. high
representative for Common and security policy
Catherine ashton stated: “the european union
wants to play the role of an important security
factor in its immediate environment and
globally, in order to protect its own interests and
contribute to international peace and security.
in order achieve this we need capabilities. in
order to possess the capabilities needed we
need a healthy industrial base. this is also
important when we speak of employment,
growth and innovation. the european Council
in december 2012 is an important moment at
which we will discuss the future of security and
defense in europe, and the Commission gave a
significant contribution to the common effort of
Member states, the external action service and
the european defense agency”. 

it is difficult to expect that the december
summit will see Member states unreservedly
deciding to adopt the Commission proposals
and agree on the need for existence of a clear
and precise european strategy in the defense
industry field. finally, it should be mentioned
that this is not the first time that the european
Commission deals with the notion of european
defense. she has been doing so since 1996 and
this is its sixth Communication which reiterates
already existing initiatives but also launches
some new questions such as the problem of
using raw materials and the emphasized need
for civilian military cooperation when it comes
to double-use resources and products (fiott,
2013). one thing is, however, clear. that in the
world of an economic crisis, reduced budgets
and increased competition in the world market
makes it harder for Member states to bear the
burden alone. Closer cooperation with the
european Commission will be a real need for
many. and the possibility of agreement on at
least some of the issues that the Commission
launched will take them a step forward in the
process of deepening cooperation and defining
defense policy. 

When it comes to serbia, since september 1,
2013, and the entry into force of the saa, it
became an associate member of the eu. under

the agreement provisions, it is obliged to
coordinate its civil and military actions at the
international level with the eu to a greater
extent. however, serbia has already, as a
Candidate state, participated in activities which
form part of the european security and defense
policy. since april 2012 she actively participates
in eu crisis management missions and
operations. Currently, members of the serbia
armed forces are engaged in the naval forces
operation “eunavfor – atalanta” at all levels,
from command to ship protection, and are also
present in eutM- somalia, while the procedure
for participation in eutM-Mali is underway. 

furthermore, this year serbia completed all
preparatory actions and is ready to, as the first
and only country in the region, sign an
administrative arrangement with the european
defense agency. When it comes to a pragmatic
and multi-national approach to the increase of
defense capabilities, since its foundation in
2004, it had a significant role as the hub for
european cooperation in the defense field; as
well as an intergovernmental body, helping the
Council and Member states to advance eu
defense capabilities, as one of its key tasks for
the times that lay ahead. Cooperation with the
defense agency and participation in its projects
will advance interoperability with eu Member
states, enable strengthening the domestic
defense industry and technological
modernization of the armed forces, and better
prepare serbia for the obligations stemming
from full membership. serbia’s proactive
approach in this field of cooperation will not
only be positively assessed by its european
partners, but will also bring concrete results and
profit in advancing its industrial and defense
potential, including it into contemporary
european defense policy trends. 

http://www.egmontinstitute.be/papers/13/sec-gov/SPB49-Fiott.pdf/
http://www.egmontinstitute.be/papers/13/sec-gov/SPB49-Fiott.pdf/
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the civil war in syria has been taking place for
two and a half years now. it started off as a mass
protest against the syrian president bashar al-
assad, but turned into a bloody civil war with
110,000 victims and around 2 million refugees
and displaced persons. Civilians make up for 40
to 60 percent of those killed or missing. the
armed conflict began on March 15, 2011, as a
series of demonstrations inspired by the so-
called arab spring. the efforts of syrian
authorities to suppress the demonstrations with
the help of the military has, however, led to an
escalation of violence, and groups of
demonstrators armed themselves and, by
summer of 2011, organized the so-called free
syrian army. this is the first official anti-
government armed formation. as the war
progressed, opposing groups – including
soldiers supported by al-Qaeda – will lead to
tensions among the anti-assad forces.

in february 2012 russia and China blocked
the draft un security Council resolution on
syria. in March 2012 the security Council
adopted the un envoy Kofi annan’s non-binding
peace plan for syria, but the violence continued.

in June 2012, assad told the government
that they are at “real war”. the algerian
diplomat, lakhdar brahimi became the new un
and arab league envoy for syrian, following
annan’s resignation. 

in november 2012, a number of large
opposition groups, including the syrian national
Council, united in the national Coalition of
syrian revolutionary and opposition forces
(the Coalition). islamic militias from aleppo
refused to join the Coalition, while the usa

joined great britain, france, turkey and persian
gulf states in recognizing the Coalition and the
„legitimate representative“ of the syrian
people. since then, the Coalition changed three
interim government prime Ministers. some of
them were favorites of the usa, some of saudi
arabia and some of Qatar. in august this year,
the usa and great britain requested an
investigation following reports on the use of
chemical weapons in the conflict with the
rebels. the syrian government and russia claim
otherwise. eu leaders agreed that they will not
block arms exports to the rebels. 

on august 31, ten days prior to the chemical
attack in the suburbs of damascus, obama
stated that the syrian government is responsible
for attack on its own citizens: „well over 1,000
people were murdered, among which several
hundred were children ... this attack risks
making a mockery of the global prohibition on
the use of chemical weapons ... the united
states should take military action against syrian
regime targets.“

a day earlier, us secretary of state, John
Kerry, explained at the state department that
damascus has, several times during 2013, used
chemical weapons „even though on a smaller
scale“, but on „its own citizens ... the united
states knows that on august 21, at least 1,429
syrians were killed in a chemical weapons
attack, including at least 426 children among
them. even the first responders — the doctors,
nurses and medics who tried to save them —
they became victims themselves. We saw them
gasping for air, terrified that their own lives
were in danger ... More than 180 states have
signed the Convention on the prohibition of

BETWEEN RESOLUTIONS AND INTERvENTION
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Chemical Weapons, including iran, iraq and
lebanon“, he said.

the un report, published in mid-september,
implicitly points to the responsibility of the
government in damascus for the use of
chemical weapons. following russia’s proposal
to place chemical weapons under international
control, the american president barack obama
postponed an attack on syrian installations for
the production of chemical weapons and
agreed to the russian proposal on the
destruction of the weapons until mid-2014. at
the same time, the syrian regime admitted, for
the first time, possession of chemical weapons
and demanded access to the international
Convention on Chemical Weapons. the
organization for the prohibition of Chemical
Weapons (opCW) in the hague announced that
it will soon develop a program for the
destruction of syrian weapons. 

un secretary general, ban Ki Moon,
characterized the september 16 use of nerve
agent sarin in syria as a war crime which must
not go unpunished. the beginning of the un
statement says that there exist „clear and
convincing evidence that surface-to-surface
rockets containing sarin were used in the
ghouta suburb in damascus ... on a relatively
large scale.“

great britain, france and the usa are pushing
for a „strong and binding“ un resolution on the
transfer of control over syrian chemical
weapons onto the international community.
Catherine ashton, eu high Commissioner for
Common foreign and security policy estimated
on september 11 at the european parliament

that in the „role of the security Council is crucial
and indispensable“ in solving the syrian crisis.
Most eu members oppose the idea of britain
and france joining the us military strikes.

russian president vladimir putin stated on
september 19 that the use of force against syria
would be a blow to the world order, and not
syria. putin assumes that the use of chemical
weapons in syria was a skillful and clever
provocation. according to him, it is not clear
who used the chemical weapons. „We can’t
watch mass killings calmly, but if we try to
interfere on either side, there will be no
balance“, said putin. at the end of september
2013, un investigators returned to syria to
check for new evidence presented by the syrian
authorities and russia.

Development of doctrine on

Responsibility to Protect

despite the efforts of the international
community since the end of the second World
War to protect civilians in armed conflict,
prevent genocide, crimes against humanity and
war crimes, genocide took place in bosnia and
rwanda.  

Many are convinced that it would be best to
establish a special international mechanism
tasked to react in crisis situations, especially
when great powers cannot agree. it seems that
this is the doctrine of „responsibility to protect“
(rtop or r2p). 

rtop, as a set of norms and principles,
provides a framework that uses various means
to protect the civilian population. these are, for
example, „warning“ mechanisms: mediation,
economic sanctions and all the mechanisms
contained in Chapter 7 of the un Charter. 

the term „responsibility to protect“ was
formulated in 2003, at a meeting of the
international Commission on intervention and
state sovereignty, established in 2000. 

rtop was included in global crisis through
security Council, un general assembly and un
human rights Council resolutions over 12
times. 
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ban Ki Moon reminded during a recent
informal discussion on rtop at the un, that the
principles of rtop are the product of atrocity
crimes of the 20th century, such as the
holocaust, srebrenica, rwanda, where the
inability of states to protect their populations
was clearly demonstrated. 

advocates of rtop stress that each action has
to be in line with international law and the un
Charter, and that each action under the rtop
patronage has to protect the population, and
not punish the perpetrators. 

the general-secretary at the time, Kofi
annan, became a promoter of the rtop
doctrine, stressing that the world can protect
civilians in many ways. the last resort in military
intervention with the „blessing“ of the security
Council, and in line with Chapters 6, 7 and 8 of
the un Charter. 

in a recent letter to obama, 25 ngos from
around the world emphasize that „there is no
other solution than political“ for syria. 

the human rights Watch (hrW) stated that
military action should be judged according to its
effects in protecting all syrian civilians, but that
during the military action some civilians will
suffer. hrW believes that protection of civilians
should be a priority for any military
intervention. 

authors from the World peace foundation
believe that the maximum penalty for a
government that kills its citizens would be „an
international war crimes tribunal convening
outside of syria“. the international Crisis group
states that „the debate about possible military
strikes suppressed what should be the main
international preoccupation – how to revitalize
the search for a political solution, which is
achieved through sustainable cease-fire and a
generally accepted political transition. 

analysts heather hurlburt and homa
hassan* assessed on august 27, that syrian
increasingly reminds of bosnia, with seemingly
insurmountable divisions in the un. as in
bosnia, the use of force has reached top of the
West’s agenda.

various international entities have reminded
syria more than twenty times that it must
protects its population. all sides, including
russia and China, which have blocked key un
security Council actions agree that there are
mass killings in syria and that the government
is not responding normally. it took years for this
factor to be acknowledged in the balkans. there
is a broad consensus that what is taking place in
syria is a legitimate topic for discussion and a
response of the international community, which
did not happen in the first years of war in
bosnia. 

the authors find that the un machinery was
very active when it comes to syria. since the
conflict began, the security Council adopted
three, and the general assembly four
resolutions. the harshest in the un, the human
rights Council, adopted ten resolutions and is
highly responsible for presenting the extent of
the killing in syria to the world. ban Ki Moon
used his discretionary rights to shape the way
of understanding and discussing the syrian
conflict. he engaged a special representative,
observers, investigators on chemical weapons
usage. un investigators used those data on
losses in the conflict on which there is broad
consensus. rtop has not succeeded if the
change of nature of international politics does
not succeed. however, if success is achieved in
presenting compelling evidence to each un
Member – such as the number of civilian deaths
in syria (even without explanation of how they
died) and engaging international
representatives to report on the massacres,
then rtop has succeeded. if rwanda, and not
bosnia, is the point of comparison, then rtop is
the success of advocates of it, even when we,
as the international community, have failed to
prevent civilian casualties. this time no one can
say they did not know.

Ceas agrees with these findings.

* Hurlburt is Executive Director of the

National Network for Security and Hassan is a

Peace Researcher.
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on 11 september 2013, the united nations
general assembly (unga) in new york held its
fifth annual informal, interactive dialogue on
the responsibility to protect (rtop, r2p). the
dialogue was based on the un secretary-
general and unga vice president ban
Ki-Moon’s fifth report entitled “state prevention
and Capacity” and focused on the first pillar of
the norm, which articulates that states have the
primary responsibility to protect their own
populations from genocide, war crimes, crimes
against humanity, and ethnic cleansing. 

this report by ban Ki-Moon analyses the risk
factors that can lead to the perpetration of mass
atrocities and puts forward suggestions for
states on ways to strengthen national capacities
to prevent such crimes.

in his opening remarks un secretary-general
reminded the delegations that the adoption of
the rtop norm in the 2005 World summit
outcome document remains a “remarkable
achievement”. he pointed out that the norm
itself cannot be blamed for the international
community’s immobility in preventing the
ongoing atrocities in certain parts of the world.
“the purpose of the rtop doctrine is not to
“rush in at the eleventh hour” but to prevent
such crimes from occurring in the first place,
and urged states to develop and strengthen
their prevention capacities”, highlighted ban Ki-
Moon.

the special adviser to the secretary-general
on the prevention of genocide, adama dieng,
moderated an expert panel discussions. the
discussion saw participants such as deputy-
secretary-general Mr. Jan eliasson,
recently-appointed special adviser on the

responsibility to protect dr. Jennifer Welsh,
Cecile Kyenge, Minister of integration of italy
and ambassador Maria Cristina perceval,
permanent representative of argentina to the
un. eliasson recalled that the international
community understood that early preventive
action is less costly and more effective than
other measures, but that the problem lies in
summoning the necessary political will for these
to be implemented. Minister Kyenge pointed
out that atrocity crimes can occur in democratic
countries as well, and that states must therefore
concentrate on the two greatest risk factors for
such crimes in democracies: social vulnerability
and segregation. ambassador perceval invoked
the specter atrocities from the past, including
the commission of crimes against humanity
committed in argentina, and highlighted the
critical role of memory in mass atrocity
prevention. dr. Welsh stated that the un
Member states and civil society must do even
more on understanding the relationship
between human rights protection and atrocity
prevention, keeping in mind the distinction
between them. she stressed that atrocities can
occur in times of peace as well, and therefore
they can occur even in the absence of
systematic human rights violations. 

the panel of experts was followed by an
informal, interactive dialogue in which sixty-
eight governments, one regional association
and two civil society organizations - the
international Coalition for the responsibility to
protect (iCrtop) and the global Centre for the
responsibility to protect - took part.

sapna Chhatpar Considine, the Coalition’s
program director stressed that the Coalition
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firmly believes that the responsibility to protect
doctrine is grounded on the factor of
prevention, and that it welcomes the focus of
the meeting on the topic of state responsibility
and prevention. she presented the situation in
syria: over 100,000 dead; millions seeking
refuge in neighboring states, and countless
more internally displaced, which demands an
urgent international consensus for the
protection of the people of syria. she reminded
that the use of military force is only one tool
within the international debate on the situation
in syria; that many civil society organizations
have appealed for a more robust and
committed diplomatic effort to achieve a
political solution to the crisis and that these
organizations, in the long-term, believe that
ensuring accountability for those who have
committed war crimes and crimes against
humanity, establishing an inclusive political
peace and reconciliation process, and
protecting the human rights of all ethnic groups
are essential to protect against future rtop
crimes; that the secretary-general’s report
states that the obligations stemming from state
responsibility and prevention are already rooted
in international customary law and that the duty
of states to prevent and halt atrocity crimes is
clearly stipulated in several international legal
instruments, including the genocide
Convention, the geneva Conventions, and the
rome statute of the international Criminal
Court. the Coalition’s program director
concluded that the role of civil society is crucial
in assisting states to building inclusive, resilient
and transparent societies and encouraged
states to continue to promote a safe and
dynamic space for civil society, which includes

ensuring an independent and fair media.

samantha power, permanent representative
of usa to the un stressed the difficult
consequences of the war in syria, especially the
horrific effects of the use of chemical weapons
by the syrian government on august 21, this
year. the usa representative expressed support
for the doctrine of responsibility to protect and
emphasized the value of a multilateral approach
to resolving problems in syria and new similar
situations. power concluded that the important
framework of the 2005 World summit outcome
document on the doctrine of responsibility to
protect remains more of an aspiration than a
reality, and that participants are responsible for
ensuring that this framework becomes a reality.

head of the eu Mission to the un thomas
Mayr-harting stressed that the eu believes that
the heart of the responsibility to protect
doctrine is to prevent the planning, preparation
or commission of the crime of genocide, war
crimes, crimes against humanity and ethnic
cleansing. harting warned: „unfortunately, we
know that the failure to implement effective
measures of prevention and comprehensive
actions at the national, regional and global level
could lead to a dramatic deterioration of the
situation and the shrinking of space for an
adequate response”. looking at the situation in
syria, harting said that the long-term intense
suffering of the syrian citizens is unacceptable
and that those responsible for committing
crimes must be held responsible. „the use of
chemical weapons is violation of international
law and a crime against humanity. the crimes
being perpetrated are contrary to all the
principles and values   shared by the
international community. the international
community cannot be kept aside from the
cynical use of weapons of mass destruction. We
have to show that such crimes are unacceptable
and will not be tolerated, that there will be no
impunity. We need to prevent the re-use
chemical weapons in syria, or elsewhere. We
remind of the important role of the
international Criminal Court (iCC) in the
investigation and prosecution of such crimes „.

prior to the general assembly debate, the
international Coalition for the responsibility to

un secretary-general ban Ki-Moon



protect, in a letter to foreign Ministers of un
Member states, called upon the Member states
to take part in the dialogue at the general
assembly and encouraged them to highlight
specific steps of the governments towards
erecting a society resilient to committing
atrocity crimes. the call also contains a
suggestion for Member states to consider
undertaking actions which seek to uphold the
responsibility to protect by further enhancing
state capacity to prevent atrocity crimes:

• Conduct assessments and analyses of
domestic capacities and best practices to
prevent atrocities, so as to adopt, establish or
strengthen existing mechanisms and state
policies;

• develop a national plan of action for the
prevention of atrocities and the
operationalization of the responsibility to
protect and/or appoint a focal point tasked with
integrating rtop within national policies;

• establish or enhance existing domestic
early-warning mechanisms and ensure that the
information gathered is analyzed as well as
shared with relevant international actors to
guarantee swift, preventive action;

• adopt or further strengthen existing
policies to ensure the full and equal
participation of women and minority
populations in all political, judicial,
reconciliation, and peacebuilding activities, as
well as safeguard the protection of equal rights
for such populations;

• Create processes that cultivate dialogue
between the state and communities that allow
open communication and mutual trust-building,
mechanisms that can support an early 

• promote a safe and dynamic space for civil
society, which includes ensuring an
independent and fair media, as well as continue
to form key partnerships between government
and civil society actors to contribute to the
prevention of atrocities.

the Center for euro-atlantic studies from
belgrade (Ceas), the only civil society
organization from the region of south-eastern
europe that is a member of the international
Coalition for the responsibility to protect,

supported the letter and called upon the
serbian Minister of foreign affairs, ivan Mrkić,
to have serbia participate in the debate and
consider taking the proposed actions.

serbia did not have a representative in this
important debate in the general assembly
although vuk Jeremić, serbia’s representative,
was still chairman of the un general assembly
when the debate was held, and serbia was
more than active in other events in the general
assembly during his presidency. the
performance of the viva vox choir performance
singing the song „March on the drina” will be
especially remembered. drina, by the way, is
serbia’s border with another sovereign state,
and in the collective memory of many victims,
it is this song that heralded the mass rapes in
eastern bosnia by serbian forces. Jeremić was
the organizer of this performance and its active
promoter.

serbia’s experience with military
interventions, the reaction of part of the
international community to systemic violation
of human rights of one ethnic group, the
penalty for excessive use of force  in the fight
against insurgents/terrorists/irredentists, or
however branded, the security Council
resolution 1244 in which these themes are
elaborated on more explicitly, the judgment of
the international Court of Justice in which
serbia is found responsible for failure to prevent
genocide, the trend of negation of the genocide
in srebrenica stemming even from top serbian
officials, are all very much the reasons for serbia
to actively participate in this and similar debates
in the un general assembly.

asked by a reporter of the state radio-
television of serbia on his one-year term in the
global organization, Jeremić concluded that the
67th session of the un general assembly, which
he presided, was „very dynamic and
interesting.”

in his farewell speech to the united nations,
on september 16, Jeremić said: „Most
important of all is that under serbia’s presidency
of the un the foundations of a new
development policy for the 21st century were
laid, which contain not only an economic, but
also a social and environmental component. he
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pointed out that during his presidency of the un
general assembly a „historic international
treaty on arms trade, regulating the matter for
the first time in history, has been reached, and
that, after 65 years of waiting, palestine
received a seat in the un.” the agreement on
weapons will come into force only after it is
ratified by at least 50 countries. the national
security Council of the White house has been
analyzing the text of the agreement for months.
a desicion on whether to sign it will be reached
subsequently. some military analysts predicted
that it will take 10 to 15 years for Washington
to ratify the document. russia did not support
this agreement. the palestinian representative
will occupy a „non-member-state observer”
chair, just like the representative of the vatican.

Jeremić boasted that during his presidency,
the serbian president, tomislav nikolić, spoke
about serbian’s stance on the hague tribunal at

the un general assembly. on this occasion, he
said that in the last decade of the 20th century,
serbia „left the un and fell into a vortex of civil
war”. facts, however, show otherwise. at the
suggestion of the security Council, the general
assembly expelled the federal republic of
yugoslavia from the un. a un official, as Jeremić
was at the time of the mentioned speech,
would have to be able to distinguish the terms
„civil war” and „aggression” against a sovereign
country. on this, Jeremić, and others in serbia,
can best inform themselves through judgments
of the international Court of Justice and the
hague tribunal, the two un bodies.

We suggest that you have a look at the
Coalition’s more extensive report on the
general assembly debate, as well as the
Coalition’s report from the first global civil
society Conference on rtop.
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thirteen years ago i became refugee as result
of the war that Milosevic was waging in the
balkans. i had lost many friends and hope for
life. only when nato started to bomb military
targets i got the hope back that one day peace
will be restored. during that time, i learned
many words of war terminology, but one that
stayed in my mind was scorched earth,
unlimited use of force that exterminates people.
only dictators can come up with such strategy
and implement it mercilessly, they will never
stop unless they are stopped by force. use of
chemical weapons only confirms that bashar al-
assad must go otherwise he will not stop.

few months ago i went to lebanon and
turkey and met syrian refugees. the déjà vu of
being a refugee haunted me. it reminded me
again that being a refugee is not a term of only
physical displacement; it erodes people’s dignity
to the point of hating everyone and not
understanding how is it that the world can just
sit and watch while thousands of people are
killed, kids are murdered with chemical
weapons, and millions are forced to become
refugees?

the syrian conflict, or for that matter any
conflict, is neither simple nor black and white. i
also understand the consequences of taking
military action to intervene in a conflict that
there are so many external factors and parties
are intertwined; every responsible act has its
own consequences and so does not doing
anything. to lead and claim leadership also

means to act and make difficult decisions
sometimes not even with clear ending.
globalization does not only imply absorbing and
using global resources for ones needs. it means
collective responsibility for maintain and
respecting international conventions and treats,
respect for human rights, rule of law and
security.

the world must not sit and watch innocent
syrian civilians being killed. it is embarrassing to
see how leaders and public opinion are
becoming immune of videos and pictures from
syria showing kids dying from use of chemical
weapons and conventional military force,
neither should be tolerated. again, i understand
there are interests, russians do not want to lose
control over seaports and a market for their
weaponry and want to play again in the world
league of important state actors perhaps
claiming leadership of briC+, the West has
different interests that come from sykes-picot
agreement, iranians have their own interest too,
turkey is dealing with their interest in the region
and growing fears from the likely creation of
Kurdistan in that part of the world. everyone has
some interest and others might take advantage
of any situation, but the big question is: should
these interests be achieved or maintained
through killing innocent people of syria? isn’t
there space for those interests to be negotiated
and emulated in peaceful way? it is clear that
un is not capable of establishing useful path for
ending the war. both Kofi annan and lakhdar
brahimi tried while over 100 thousand people
got killed during these attempts. and we have
seen this in case of rwanda, bosnia and
herzegovina and Kosovo, there is no chance
that un security Council will ever agree in a
common position for joined action to stop the
war anywhere in the world. this inability does
not diminish the role of un. it just proves how
much reform is needed to make it a useful and
decisive global governance institution. Maybe it
will never be, but can the world afford to wait?
does that mean that wars and dictators can
emerge every day and have free ride in killing
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innocent civilians and violate all international
conventions?

here is the moment of disagreement with
world peace and human rights activists that
oppose military interventions, we cannot stand
against the need for military action when the
very same people we demand human rights for
are being gassed and killed or are forced to
leave their country. intervening militarily in a
foreign country it is the most unpopular and
most undesirable decision to make for any
president. it is especially for obama, the
president who has decided to pull us soldiers
out from iraq and afghanistan. it is true he
received the nobel peace prize, but that will
lose its meaning if he does not do anything to
restore peace in syria, if he turns blind eye to
kids and women being killed there.

the question that many ask is: why the us?
the answer is simple- Who else? if it was not for
Clinton administration’s actions in 90s, we
would not be remembering one srebrenica
today where more than six thousand people got
killed in one day, but many more. if it was not
for Clinton administration’s actions in ‘90s, we
would not be talking for palestinian refugees
only but we would be talking about Kosovar
albanians spread all over the world as result of
scorched earth scheme of Milosevic’s regime. it
is clear that europeans are in fear of their own
action and nato is losing ground as the only
significant military power in the world due to
difficult internal political decision making
mechanisms. let’s not fool ourselves; there is
nobody else left except us. i do not think that
russia, the country that is imprisoning its own
citizens and using everything in their power to
silence any democratic voice, would suddenly
stand up and care to fight for syrian lives, even
less when they are directly supporting and
arming assad.

it is clear that latest move from russians is to
buy more time and to tactically make it more
difficult for any strikes to be successful in hitting
the right targets. even bad weather can make it
more difficult let alone moving targets or
shielding military targets with civilian hostages
to make the intervention look bad.

it is the responsibility of democratic
governments in the world and those who have
invested so much in promoting human rights to
stand together against aggressions and dictators
in the world. if not now after more than 100
thousand lives lost and almost two millions
refuges, with war gaining intensity and the
growing risk for further radicalization and spill
over in the region, then when? there is also
huge potential for this war to become viable

industry; and the intervention in the future will
be even more unavoidable, more risky, and
more expensive. it is time for americans,
europeans, the new moderate iran government,
and arab countries including egypt to join forces
to stop the war in syria. this cannot be done
through geneva ii alone. the process of getting
parties to agree to sit around the negotiation
table and reach peace agreement; it has to have
the real power that can punish those who kill
civilians and attempt to gain more territory to
strengthen their positions. unfortunately
dictators understand only the language of
military force and power. nobody else wants
that except dictators that are ready to kill their
own people just to remain in power or to serve
to the interests of their sponsors who have
larger geopolitical interest.

Can the mess be avoided after the
intervention?

first of all, the intervention cannot be looked
at from the perspective of post intervention.
those are and should be treated as two
separate phases. the intervention should serve
to stop the war, full stop. What happens after is
the issue of how, in practice the agreements
reached during negotiations will be
implemented. often these agreements become
side tracked to dysfunctional international
missions often lead by united nations and
removing ownership from the hands of locals.
Most of the time this is justified in the name of
stability in the country. in fact, what happens is
that un and other international organizations
rush into the country in the name of
reconstruction and rebuilding the society, and
end up trying to extend their role in order to
keep their own organizations going and funded
for as long as possible.

syria is known for its intellectual, and
educated and secular population. this should be
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a picture of president bashar al-assad of syria
under the boot of a member of the free syrian
army

considered a strong argument for intervention,
intervene before this capacity is lost to other
countries or killed. this human capacity should
be the basis of new programs for reconstruction
and rebuilding syrian society. an interim
government for next three years lead by syrians
should be the primary focus of the agreement
for reaching peace. this interim government
should be charged with supporting and
legitimizing structures from village councils to
municipal and national representatives. in three
years this process should produce a constitution
that is adopted by the representatives that are
drawn from the direct will and vote of citizens
of syria. only after this, should elections be
scheduled based on that constitution. having
elections before a constitution is adopted, it will
guarantee legitimization and empowerment of
warlords and people who had profited from war
and post war trade and relationships with
international community representatives. there
is little to no place for citizen voice to be heard.
in this scenario no rule of law and no legitimate
institutions will be created and the economy
and trade will fall in hands of criminal
structures. this process will be hard to be
reversed and it will disappoint syrians in long
run. the new syrian society should emerge from
the will of the people and not from an imposed
and internationally steered process.
international assigned body should only be
there for three years to guarantee and support
the implementation of peace agreement and
condition international aid.

the international community and its efforts
to support syria should be fully coordinated and
controlled by syrian led institutions and or
interim government. local Civil society
organizations should be directly supported to
demand accountability and transparency from

interim government and support rebuilding the
new syria. there is enough expertise around the
world on how to do this right and not deploy
needless consultants and create organizations
that are donor driven and detached from reality
and primary focus of work. un and its agencies
should not have a role as leading organizations,
if at all, they should be coordinated and directed
by ministries and their priority agendas with
strong accountability mechanism build within
the mission. syrians should be able to pick up
the model and the country after which they can
construct. the syrian agenda should be
articulated by syrian people, grounded in syrian
context and ownership. any other scenario
leads to bosnia, Kosovo, afghanistan, haiti and
other failed international post conflict
reconstruction missions but the military
intervention to stop the war and killings cannot
be blamed for failures in post conflict
interventions.
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in a Wall Street Journal op-ed francis
fukuyama saw protest movements, emerging
throughout the world as ‘the middle class
revolution’, while david rohde in The Atlantic

called them ‘the revolt of the global middle
class’. however, the upswings of civil
disobedience in brazil, turkey and bulgaria have
important distinguishing features that defy easy
classification. if you add to the mix the occupy
movement and especially the so-called arab
spring, the differences will drown out the
similarities to a point where comparisons have
only heuristic utility – unless one resorts to
sweeping generalization. 

in any case, making the primetime on the
strength of a domestic civil disobedience
movement is unusual for little bulgaria. her rare
and fleeting appearances have had more to do
with nitpicking Cold War-era mysteries - the
unsuccessful attempt on pope John paul ii’s life,
the successful one on bulgarian dissident writer
georgi Markov’s (aka the poisoned umbrella
case), or with exposing current scandals such as
the maltreatment of orphaned children in state
institutions or of dancing bears by their roma
owners. lately these have been superseded by

alarmist and increasingly hostile raves about the
danger to Western social security systems
poised by the huddled eastern european
masses. the inexorable passage of time draws
us ever closer to 1 January 2014 when all
restrictions by fellow eu members on the free
movement of bulgarian and romanian labor
must fall, hence the shrillness of the more
isolationist and xenophobic media voices in the
uK, germany, the netherlands and elsewhere. 

so when last february bulgarians went out to
protest against exorbitant energy prices and
managed to topple the government of
strongman boiko borissov, world media barely
twitched. after all, every now and then bulgaria
suffers an uncontrollable seizure, has a change
of mind and government and embarks on a new
course, only to gradually go off the rails and end
up in some new fiscal, economic or political bog.
few of these occasions catch global attention.
one such moment came to pass in 1996-97, the
last time people went out in force over the
problem of governance. the government of the
bulgarian socialist party (bsp) had so
spectacularly mismanaged the economy, the
budget and the currency that inflation ran in the

ThE BULgARIAN POLITICAL LANDSCAPE IS mUCh

ChANgED AFTER ThE BIRTh OF A gENUINE CIvIL SOCIETy

Yavor Siderov
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hundreds of percent and people’s salaries and
savings evaporated quicker than rain over the
sahara desert. but february’s protests petered
out amid accusations and counteraccusations of
party complicity and nothing presaged what
was to follow.

What did follow was quite remarkable, even
by local standards. early elections produced a
bsp and Mrf (Movement for rights and
freedoms of the ethnic turks) minority
government supported by the xenophobic and
anti-semitic ataKa. this coalition between
socialists, a purportedly liberal ethnic turkish
party and extreme nationalists was scandalous
enough but in a country where the ex-
communists of the bsp are traditionally allied to
their former victims (in the dying years of
communism the government organized an
ethnic cleansing campaign against the turks) no-
one bats an eyelid – an earlier coalition involved
the bsp and Mrf together with another former
communist victim-cum-collaborator, King
simeon ii.  unprincipled coalitions, immoral
alliances and shady backroom deals have
governed bulgarian political life ever since the
palace coup of 1989 signaled the
transformation of the bulgarian Communist
party’s political power into economic clout. the
novel ingredient to this tried and tested recipe
were the nationalists, their credentials boosted
by an unexpectedly good electoral result.

the materialization of this absurdity: a
coalition between nationalists and socialists
(the irony was not lost on many commentators
who quickly took to calling it national-socialist)
propped up by a constitutional aberration – an
ethnic minority party - came as the final
confirmation of the complete delegitimation of
bulgarian politics. devoid of principled
substance, the new government set about doing
what it needed to do to entrench itself: pay off
the clientele. the very first appointment
however stunned public opinion by its sheer
cynicism. on 14 June delyan peevski, in his early
thirties already possessed of a rich biography
including parliamentary experience, a cabinet
post as well as virtual monopoly over the
ownership and distribution of print media and
a significant presence in broadcast and online

media, was selected as the new head of the
state agency for national security (dans, by its
bulgarian acronym). peevski’s mother irena
Krasteva had previously been in charge of the
national lottery. she subsequently acquired the
main printing facility in the country in tandem
with tsvetan vasilev, the chairman of Corporate
Commercial bank. 

peevski and his mother rose through the
ranks of the bulgarian nouveau riche by giving
and receiving favors. at the tender age of 21,
and before he had completed his legal studies –
a conditio sine qua non - he was put in charge
of board of directors of varna port, bulgaria’s
largest. in a similar fashion he was appointed to
the sofia investigative office without having
served the requisite two years internship. he
subsequently served as deputy minister of
emergencies in the bsp-led triple coalition
government in charge of the state reserve and
was also member of the committee regulating
arms trade. a two-time Member of parliament
with the Mrf, peevski has no nominal position
in his mother’s media empire but took an active
part in managing it, assuming editorial control.
among the least pleasant aspects of peevski’s
appointment to the directorship at dans is his
uncanny ability to stay close to centers of
power: a protégé of King simeon’s ndsv, he
built a political career on the back of Mrf
connections and enjoyed the favor of the bsp,
spearheading the attack on boiko borissov’s
gerb before doing a spectacular backflip and
coming out in his support.

the appointment of peevski proved the last
drop for many in sofia and the first of what
turned out to be more than one hundred days
of protests took place demanding that he be
withdrawn from the position. the unexpected
fury of public opinion resulted in peevski’s
removal five days later but by then the genie
had been let out of the bottle and people’s
anger was redirected at the government itself.
prime Minister plamen oresharski found
himself under siege two weeks into his
mandate. no stranger to cross-party tiptoeing,
oresharski had been deputy leader of the anti-
communist union of democratic forces (udf)
and deputy minister of finance in their 1997-
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2001 government before running for sofia
mayor on their ticket. he subsequently became
minister of finance and prime minister in
socialist-led coalitions. in many people’s minds
peevski’s appointment and oresharski’s career
exemplified all that was wrong with bulgaria’s
political system – cronyism, lack of
transparency, penetration of the highest levels
of government by oligarchic interests, all-
prevalent corruption and total lack of
accountability.

since 14 June two interrelated phenomena
have taken place in bulgaria that sprang out of
these developments. one, after years of
agonizing soul-searching as to why it was that
other countries were able to mobilize around
issues of civic importance, bulgaria can now
claim to possess an indigenous civil society.
despite its inherent instability, lack of
homogeneity and relatively limited scope, there
is a now a core of citizens in this country willing
to persist in demanding accountability and
transparency from political elites totally unused
to being held to account. this is a major victory
for bulgarians whose transition from
communism was marred by crippling birth
defects: no indigenous dissident movement to
speak of, an all-too-powerful security apparatus,
fractious and ideologically unstable political
parties, a very imperfect privatization that left
the majority of the population feeling a distinct
sense of injustice, widespread poverty and a
perilous demographic situation. two, the world
began to sit up and take notice. in a very
encouraging development, bulgaria is now
being mentioned in the same breath as brazil
and turkey as a hotspot of civil unrest – an
unimaginable feat of only ten year previous.

a number of important question marks
surround the protests. one has to so with
scope. on occasion crowds numbered in the
many tens of thousands (30 000-60 000
according to some estimates), and there is
growing evidence to suggest that the majority
of people support the demands of the
protesters. yet the protests are most active and
visible in sofia and to a far lesser extent, other
big cities; there is little sign of the same level of
activity elsewhere. the reasons may be

demographic (greater concentration of young,
active people in larger cities versus an elderly,
more conservative population in the
countryside) or political-geographic (both the
bsp and Mrf source the majority of their
support from the less educated, blue collar
strata) or, more ominously, sociological and
criminal (chains of patronage and dependency
are more likely to flourish in smaller towns and
the countryside where local strongmen act as
transmission belts for the interests of national
political parties and therefore critical thinking is
not merely discouraged but can have adverse
effects on one’s career, livelihood and even
family). in all likelihood, all three play a part in
what has been, so far at least, an urban
phenomenon.

another has to do with political mobilization.
it is unclear to what extent the protests will
affect current electoral trends. it may very well
be that the core electorate of the bsp and to a
lesser extent those of the Mrf and gerb (boiko
borissov’s Citizens for the european
development of bulgaria) find unity under the
threat of annihilation at the polls. this is a far
likelier outcome for the bsp than for the Mrf,
whose support is capsulated and therefore not
subject to the vagaries of political life. gerb on
the other hand has been conspicuously absent
from the early to mid-phase of the protest; after
all it was their government that fell victim last
february and they are in no way a more
transparent, less corrupt organization than the
bsp. While in power, gerb was at the center of
a tangle of dependencies involving some of the
major oligarchic players on the bulgarian scene.
borissov’s reappearance on the national stage
in the later phase of the protest signaled his
desire to redeem, rebrand and reestablish
himself through sheer opportunism. it remains
to be seen whether other reformist groups will
take him on as partner or will choose to strike
out on their own, hoping for a fresh start.

in terms of coalition building, there has only
been one development of note, and it
corresponds to the gradual shift in the nature of
the protests from a general anti-corruption
stance involving people of all kinds of political
affiliation (and many without one) to one of



nostalgia for the times when the so-called
traditional right (the udf and its derivatives)
were more or less unified and a viable political
alternative to the bsp. thus the protests
assumed a more anticommunist character than
they originally started off with and lost some
left-leaning participants (who by no means went
over to the government’s side). the crisis of the
right in bulgaria is mirrored by a crisis of the left:
it is no more possible to be a right wing
conservative/liberal in a country of such
widespread poverty than it is to be a social
democrat where communism has left such a
fatal mark on ‘progressivist’ ideologies. the
upshot is that the remnants of the traditional
right together with a number of other political
parties that fared badly at the last elections
found it in them to form a reformist bloc which,
despite its extreme heterogeneity has steadily
risen in popularity according to some polls. it
remains to be seen whether the democrats for
strong bulgaria (dsb) of former pM ivan Kostov,
now led by one his deputies will manage a good
working relationship with the bulgaria for the
Citizens Movement of this country’s first ever
eu Commissioner, Meglena Kuneva. the
greens, whose supporters are in two minds

about being part of a right-leaning coalition, and
a splinter group from the Mrf, add volatility to
the mix.

be that as it may, nothing can take away from
the fact that the last one hundred days have
been one of those rare occurrences when
bulgarians have risen to the occasion, proven
their democratic mettle and dented what has all
too often seemed like an impenetrable wall of
Mafia rule. the omerta of public life is broken
and cannot be fixed; regardless of the outcome
(it is unclear as yet whether the government of
oresharski will resign in the short term, or will
wait until May and call an early election to
coincide with elections for european
parliament) no future government can afford
the complacency and arrogance of previous
ones. for too long bulgaria has languished in a
crisis of political representation. it is unlikely
that such chronic crisis will be resolved through
mere protests, as a lasting solution requires
rebuilding the entire party system along lines of
principle; the first step is, however, of
tremendous importance. that first step -
establishing trust and restoring self-respect -
has finally been taken. 
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Brief overview of the situation in the

private security sector in Serbia

in the current national security strategy of
serbia, adopted in april 2009, for the first time
in history, private security is placed as an
integral part of the national security system
structure, with the commitment to have this
field regulated doctrinarilly and normatively.
the law on emergency situations anticipates
local government emergency situation
headquarters to select private security
companies to perform the tasks of protection
and rescue in emergency situations. at the
initiative of the industry itself, a series of
national standards for private security services
has been adopted. a Memorandum of
understanding between the Ministry of interior
and the serbian Chamber of Commerce has
been concluded, representing a starting point
for improving public-private partnership in the
serbian security sector. the association for
private security at the serbian Chamber of
Commerce has been founded, as well as the
Commission for public-private partnership in
the security sector, whose members include

representatives of state institutions and private
security companies, but also non-governmental
organizations such as Ceas. the serbian
government is incrementally introducing
measures of economic policy aimed at
eliminating deviations in the work of public
authorities and businesses, in order to
strengthen control of operations and avoid the
possibility of inconsistent application of laws on
labor, employment, public procurement and the
like. 

given the fact that there is a number of laws
applicable to this sector the lack of an umbrella
law does not means that it us automatically
illegal, but that it is not functionally integrated
into the security system of which it is part. 

the private security sector, placed within a
wider legal framework, would be under greater
control of the state, and its work would be
precisely regulated. the current situation,
without an umbrella law to regulate the private
security sector, whose existence is good
democratic practice in nearly all eu Member
states, benefits non-market operations,
engagement of inadequately trained and/or
compromised staff, poor records of the number
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KEEPINg UP WITh ThE PRIvATE SECURITy SECTOR

Irina Rizmal, CEAS Researcher 

The working version of the Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies (CEAS)

report titled „Keeping up with the Private Security Sector“, within the

project „Regulated Private Security Sector – Safer Life of Citizens“,

supported by the Royal Norwegian Embassy and related to the Draft

Law on Private Security, deals with: the current state in the private

security sector in Serbia, comparative examples of good practice, and

comprehensive analysis of the Draft Law on Private Security which the

Serbian Government forwarded to the Parliament for adoption. Analysis

of the mentioned fields has been conducted by a CEAS expert group

consisting of CEAS team members and relevant experts from

international organizations, the academic community and the private

security industry, engaged specifically on this project.

http://ceas-serbia.org/root/prilozi/CEAS-analiza-regulisan-privatni-sektor-bezbednosti-bezbedniji-zivot-gradjana.pdf
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of employees in the sector, number of
businesses in the sector, and tax evasion. all of
this contributes to a poor image of the private
security sector in serbia which is, otherwise, a
large and legitimate industry throughout the
modern world. 

the legal situation in which the position of
private security is regulated through general
provisions on labor, business and responsibility
is insufficient for an effective legal system
protecting human rights and establishing a
balance between legitimate state interests,
citizen interests and the interests of private
security companies. it is exactly this kind of
situation that can contribute to human rights
violations, endangering the safety of citizens
and increasing uncertainty of business
operations within those entities engaged in
private security.

although the serbian government is
incrementally introducing measures of
economic policy aimed at eliminating deviations
in the work of public authorities and businesses,
in order to strengthen control of operations and
avoid the possibility of inconsistent application
of laws on labor, employment, public
procurement and the like, Ceas believes that
adoption of a legal framework which would
regulate this field is necessary in order to secure
the conditions needed for functionally
integrating the private security sector into the
overall security sector in serbia, additionally
professionalize this industry and improve the
perception the public has of it now.

thus we are witnessing increasingly often
reports in the media on numerous abuses of
private security companies which include
extortion, racketeering, drug trafficking, physical
and armed conflicts and, unfortunately, murder.
the still unresolved murder of fedor frimerman
in front of the club „sound“ on July 25, 2013,
regarding which, from the non-governmental
sector, only the Center for euro-atlantic studies
(Ceas) has voiced concerns, calling upon the
Ministry of internal affairs to disclose whether
the suspects in this murder were hired
individually or through physical security
companies, and to which there is  still no
response, is, unfortunately, an additional

argument on favor of early adoption of the
framework law which would, among other
things, establish records, licensing, guidelines
for selecting service providers on the one hand,
and suppressing the common practice of
choosing the lowest offered price of services,
the negative consequences of which are often
felt by both clients of private security
companies and citizens, on the other.

according to the serbian Chamber of
Commerce, the number of registered
companies operating in the private security
sector in serbia is more than 3 000, although
there are no precise data on how many of these
are currently active. according to Ministry of
interior estimates, the private security sector
employs between 30 000 and 60 000 persons
and is in possession of approximately 50 000
pieces of weapons, while the Ministry of
interior has 53 000 pieces of weapons, and the
serbian army has 200 000 pieces of small and
580 000 pieces of various large caliber weapons.
the strength of the private security market in
serbia is estimated at approximately 150 000
000 euros.

since 2007 to date, the private security sector
in serbia marks continued growth. there is an
evident increase in the rate of growth of
operating income and earnings of private
security companies, with a parallel decrease in
the number of employees, which is possible
only by failing to register employees for
obligatory social security (illegal work) and/or
by concluding contracts on vocational training
of private security officers who, in reality, often
work independently, that is, the qualified officer
supposed to „train“ them while on duty actually
does not exist.

there is also an evident shift of a large
number of private security companies into a
„grey zone of business“, which, with a larger
number of employees in the private security
sector compared to the police and armed
forces, contributes to both losses for the state,
in terms of available budget resources, as well
as to the emergence of serious risks, in terms of
employee human rights violation and a
decrease in the level of state and citizen security
through a reduced quality of the service



provided. 

the percentual growth of income of fifty
private security companies in 2012 compared to
2011, according to the data presented to the
serbian business registers agency, is shown in
the table below:

*Remark: PSC – private security company; PS – physical

security; TS – technical security

some of the most important questions
related to private security sector activities
include:

Who can engage in private security? Can
persons convicted of criminal offences,
prosecuted ex officio, engage in the private
security business? Can persons convicted of
„minor“ criminal offences and prosecuted ex
officio, and for which they received less severe
sentences, engage in the private security
business? Who can be the owner of a private
security company? Who can hold the position
of the responsible person in the legal or
entrepreneurial entity for private security? in
what way are private security services to be
conducted? Who trains private security officers
and how? What is the state and public oversight
like over private security? do state purchasers
of services hire private security providers under
the terms of the law on public procurement,
that is, based on the relevant criteria? What is
the control of public procurement in the field of
private security like? What is the protection of
personal data of persons engaged in private
security as well as the data which these persons

gather from citizens like? What type of weapons
can private security officers use? What are their
standards of treatment in the occasion of an
attack on a person or property which they are
protecting? What is the status of individuals in
terms of labor rights in the private security
business? (petrović, 2013)

the current situation in serbia, in which there
is no umbrella legislation, and no accompanying
bylaws which would provide answers to these
and other relevant questions, is very dangerous.
Ceas believes that the urgent need for finding
the center of gravity of the triangle between the
interests of the private initiative, citizens and
the state by legally regulating the entire private
security sector is therefore obvious.

Employees as Losers

in the case that, through overly liberal
regulation, the interests of private security
companies prevailed, it would risk decreased
state oversight over important security
interests, greater human rights violations and
the possibility for the state to introduce greater
limitations than actually needed for the private
initiative by „hindsight“. in the long term, such
a „victory“ would not suit private security
companies either, due to greater risks of unfair
competition (and therefore loss of income), as
well as greater risks for citizen human rights
violation, and therefore loss of reputation for
companies engaged in private security.

on the other hand, the current practice notes
a decrease in wages and social benefit costs,
that is, payment of taxes and contributions for
employees, as an often case in the private
security sector in serbia. this is accompanied
with the practice of forcing employees to switch
to employment contracts for a specific time
and/or part time, as well as the avoidance of
collective contracts, all in the race to offer the
cheapest services in order to be more
competitive in the market. however, in such a
situation, adequate training of employees
becomes a luxury, while safety mechanisms
become overheads, resulting in an increased
security threat for everyone, both private
security officers, as well as service users, but
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35 FS PSC 2011 g 2012 g
growth

rate

income 16.097.248.000,00 din. 17.963.801.000,00 din. 1,116 

153.834.556,57 € 157.965.186,42 € 1,027 

income 2.367.870,79 € 4.935.833,62 € 2,085 

employers 22.205 20.438 0,920 

15 Ts PSC 2011 g 2012 g
growth

rate

income 1.573.807.000,00 din. 1.741.067.000,00 din. 1,106 

15.040.204,51 € 15.310.121,35 € 1,018 

income 1.277.092,89 € 1.406.788,60 € 1,102 

employers 151 161 1,066 

50 PSC 2011 g 2012 g
growth

rate

income 17.671.055.000,00 din. 19.704.868.000,00 din. 1,115 

168.874.761,09 € 173.275.307,77 € 1,026 

income 3.644.963,68 € 6.342.622,22 € 1,740 

employers 22.356 20.599 0,921 

http://ceas-serbia.org/root/index.php/sr/home-sr/93-preuzeto/1472-zasto-nam-je-potreban-zakon-o-privatnom-obezbedenju


also regular citizens who come in contact with
them.

the atypical character of the sector in also
reflected in unfair competition – prices offered
in serbia are 1,5 euros per person per hour,
while the average in other european countries
is 8,9 euros per person per hour, which is, with
the lack of state control, the basic generator of
low labor costs, humiliating incomes of
employees and mushrooming of a „gray
economy“. therefore, due to a lack of a
comprehensive law on private security, the
fundamental rights of employees are
threatened, while cases of non-payment of
taxes and social benefits by private security
companies, breaches of initial contracts related
to the anticipated number of employees, and
cases of undeclared labor, are becoming
everyday reality. 

Citizens as Losers 

in case citizens interests prevail, in terms of
human rights having a far too much limiting
effect over the state and the private initiative, it
can lead to deterrence and ineffective economic
and civil order in this field, a reduction of private
initiative and tax revenues, and therefore a
negative effect on society and, in the long term,
to the overall state of human rights and security
itself.

however, the analysis of the unusually low
price, carried out by the association for private
security at the serbian Chamber of Commerce,
points to the fact that the price of providing
private security services in the serbian market
is lowest compared to 34 european states,
which as a consequence carries the risk of
bankruptcy of employers in the private security
field, lack of motivation among private security
officers, poor quality of service, and therefore
increased vulnerability of protected facilities, all
under conditions of continuous increases in all
forms of criminality rates and proclaimed
measures of economic policy on introducing
order in the market and preventing „grey areas
of business“.

The State as a Loser

in case that, through excessive use of force
and demanding regulations and limitations, the
state interests prevailed over the interests of
citizens and private security companies, such a
situation could lead to undue restrictions of
human rights and „suppression“ of the private
initiative. through such a solution, in the long
term, the state itself would lose tax incomes and
stabilization of the important social system of
private security, ad encourage a „grey
economy“. 

however, the current situation is quite the
opposite, considering the fact that, according to
serbian Chamber of Commerce, the number of
registered companies operating in the private
security sector in serbia is more than 3 000,
although there are no precise data on how
many of these are currently active. some data
shows that only the first 50 companies
providing private security services have an
annual turnover of 180 million euros. however,
having in mind the aforementioned
manipulations of employee contracts, as well as
the avoidance of tax and contribution
payments, this figure presents only a portion of
the income, which is declared in official financial
reports submitted to the serbian business
registers agency. therefore, only a portion of
total earnings of private security companies is
subject to taxation by the serbian government.
as a result of such functioning of a part of the
private security sector in the „gray zone of
business“, the republic of serbia’s budget loses
tens of millions of euros annually, according to
the latest estimates. 

this state remains unchanged to date, and
the problem becomes even more serious
considering the fact that, based on public
procurement figures, the strength of the
domestic market of the private security sector
is estimated to approximately 6 000 contracts
with state institutions and a potential 8 500
contracts with private clients. the state
therefore presents a large market share for such
an alarmingly unregulated private security
sector, while at the same time losing budget
resources belonging to it in terms of taxes and
benefits, through the increased involvement of
private security services. 
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The situation in public procurement of

private security sector services

unfair competition in the sector in obtaining
contracts for the provision of security
undermines the reputation of the entire sector
and has implications for employees, employers,
but also for clients. the greatest problems in
public procurement in the field of private
security are deficient training of persons in
charge of public procurement, who are not
capable of drafting the technical
documentation, unfair competition, inability for
public procurement procedures to be
performed each year, lack of legislative and
market rules of the game, as well as lack of
investment in quality.  

the methodology of selection encompasses
checking the hired security officers, managers
of contracted services, contracted
infrastructures and companies offering security
services, while the decision on awarding
contracts should unconditionally be based on
the principle of the most economically
advantageous, and not the lowest offered price.
Clients play an important role here because in
the process of ordering services they can clearly
state what level of quality they expect and for
which price, that is, set the selection criteria. it
is in their interest to obtain a high quality
service, which could be achieved with higher
prices and better earnings of employees, which
is, in turn, the most important consideration for
a job well done. however, in serbia, the
selection methodology based on the lowest
offered price still prevails, which directly
prevents overcoming the abovementioned
problems at the very core, leaving unmotivated
employees whose rights are often violated,
inadequate and poor quality service, and
therefore, lowered security of the client as well.

The role of insurance companies in the

work of the private security sector

insurance companies do not have a specific
policy on private security services which are on
offer, making it rather easy to meet their
requirements. Clients are not motivated to
invest more in security, as there is no returns on

such investment through stimulus measures of
insurance companies, and it is often the case
that banks themselves declare only the
minimum amounts of money they transport in
order to lower the price of insurance. 

insurance companies could significantly
affect the quality of services which private
security companies provide for their clients by
making the premium amount dependent on the
level of risk for the value for which security is
provided. 

insurance companies could also have a much
greater role in control of private security
companies through determining the conditions
under which private security services are
insured in detail, and then through recognition
of certificates of conformity of these services
with the relevant standardized criteria, acquired
in the legal system of accreditation of
competence to perform the assessment
compliance. however, in order for such a system
to be established, it is necessary for insurance
companies to have professional staff, familiar
with the problems of security management, in
order to be capable to efficiently carry out
security assessment and quality assurance for
private security companies in line with the
current market regulations in serbia, which is
gaining clearer outlines through the national
security strategy, standards for private security
services and ethics of the association for private
security at the serbian Chamber of Commerce. 

Conclusion 

the serbian government adopted the draft
law on private security on april 30, 2013. the
draft law regulates mandatory security and
protection of certain objects, activities, and
work of legal entities and persons in the field of
private security, the criteria for licensing,
operation activities and establishing oversight
over their operations. private security, in terms
of the draft law, encompasses the provision of
services, that is, activities including the
protection of persons, property and
engagement with physical and technical
security, unless these are under the exclusive
jurisdiction of state authorities, as well as jobs
such as the transport of money and other items
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of value, maintaining order at public gatherings,
sporting events and other places of assembly
(monitorial service), performed by legal entities
and entrepreneurs registered for that purpose,
as well as legal entities and entrepreneurs who
have established an internal form of
organization providing for their own needs (self-
protective activity).

the group of experts gathered by Ceas to
analyze the draft law on private security agreed
that the existing draft law is in principle good,
but that, given the fact that it has already
entered parliamentary procedure, certain
amendments are necessary in order for it to be
further improved. upon adoption of the
improved draft law, it is also necessary to adopt
all the bylaws without which application of the
law is not possible.

the serbian prime Minister ivica dačić
announced in september this year that the
draft law will be placed on the agenda of the
autumn session of the parliament. Ceas hopes
that the report “Keeping up with the private
security sector”, and especially the
recommendations for improvement of the draft
law, formulated by academic experts in this
field, representatives of private security
companies and experts from the association for
private security at the serbian Chamber of
Commerce, will serve the purpose of helping
Mps in contributing to providing a good-quality
law and the following bylaws for this important
branch of industry and for serbian citizens.
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the Center for euro-atlantic studies (Ceas) is
part of a coalition of ngos that have launched
a two-year project to encourage governments
in the Western balkans to become more
transparent, titled “advocacy for open
government: Civil society agenda-setting and
monitoring of country action plans” targeting
governments in albania, bosnia and
herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro,
and serbia. the project is being funded by the
european union.

open government partnership (ogp) is an
international initiative promoting multilateral
cooperation and seeking strong commitments
from participating government institutions to
promote transparency, increase civic
participation, fight corruption, and harness new
technologies to make government more open,
effective, and accountable.

partners on the project include the policy
association for an open society (Czech
republic) as project leader; institute for
democracy and Mediation (albania), analitika
Center for social research (bosnia and
herzegovina), riinvest institute for
development research (Kosovo), Center for
research and policy Making, (Macedonia),

Center for democracy and human rights
(Montenegro), and the Monitoring Center CeMi
(Montenegro).

through a common methodology addressing
a common framework for open government a
mapping of government policy and capacity has
been carried addressing the five areas around
which ogp commitments are structured.
alongside the mapping study, a public opinion
poll on trust in government has been
conducted in order to provide a full picture of
the current situation in serbia regarding the
relation between the citizens and the
government, enabling us to tailor future policy
briefs and advocacy plans based on these
findings.

the project draws on the experience of new
eu Members states within the open
government framework. What follows are
results of the public opinion poll on trust in
government carried out across serbia in april-
May 2013. a total of 1074 persons were polled
using face-to-face and telephone interviews in
order to obtain a random representative
stratified sample. the full mapping study, along
with the public opinion poll results is available
at the Ceas website.

mAPPINg OF OPEN gOvERNmENT PARTNERShIP IN

SOUTh EAST EUROPE: ThE CASE OF SERBIA
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polling sample breakdown
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general level of trust in the Serbian government

i have great trust 3%

generally i have trust 33%

generally i do not have trust 48%

i do not have trust at all 16%

polling results

breakdown of results:

general level of trust in the Serbian government
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breakdown of results:

Trust in institutions
I have 

great trust
generally I

have trust

generally I

do not have

trust

I do not

have trust

at all

I do not

have an

opinion

president of serbia 6% 30% 30% 28% 6%

government of serbia 6% 30% 37% 23% 4%

parliament of serbia 4% 31% 41% 19% 5%

Judiciary 3% 25% 41% 26% 5%

health system 5% 34% 37% 21% 3%

education system 6% 36% 36% 17% 5%

police 8% 32% 35% 21% 4%

armed forces 11% 36% 28% 19% 6%

security intelligence
agency (bia)

5% 27% 29% 21% 18%

serbian orthodox
Church

11% 21% 20% 34% 14%

independent 
institutions

4% 32% 22% 10% 32%

anti-Corruption
agency

4% 21% 31% 18% 26%

political parties 2% 12% 36% 40% 10%

Civil society
organizations

4% 33% 24% 18% 21%

Media 2% 18% 39% 33% 8%

european union 6% 38% 23% 19% 12%

nato 6% 28% 24% 24% 18%
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breakdown of results:

Trust in ministries

I have

great

trust

generally I

have trust

generally I

do not

have trust

I do not

have trust

at all

I do not

have an

opinion

Ministry of internal
affairs

5% 30% 37% 19% 9%

Ministry of finance and
economy

1% 22% 42% 24% 9%

Ministry of foreign
affairs

2% 28% 40% 18% 12%

Ministry of defence 7% 31% 32% 20% 10%

Ministry of regional
development and local
self-government

2% 24% 36% 24% 14%

Ministry of transport 2% 20% 30% 34% 14%

Ministry of Construction
and urban planning

2% 19% 32% 31% 16%

Ministry of agriculture,
forestry and Water
Management

2% 24% 35% 22% 17%

Ministry of Justice and
public administration

1% 26% 36% 23% 14%

Ministry of education,
science and technological
development

3% 30% 33% 18% 16%

Ministry of health 2% 29% 33% 20% 16%

Ministry of Culture and
Media

2% 27% 29% 19% 23%

Ministry of energy,
development and
environmental protection

2% 27% 31% 17% 23%

Ministry of natural
resources, Mining and
spatial planning

2% 24% 29% 19% 26%

Ministry of employment,
and social affairs

2% 23% 30% 22% 23%

Ministry of youth and
sport

5% 27% 29% 16% 23%

Ministry of foreign and
internal trade and
telecommunications

2% 24% 29% 17% 28%
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breakdown of results:

how much do you agree with the

following statements?

I 

absolutely

agree

I generally

agree

I generally

disagree

I 

absolutely 

disagree

I do not

have an

opinion

Too much public information about the 

work of the government can make our 

country more vulnerable

6% 21% 44% 15% 14%

mPs and Councillors have a right

to keep information about their

income and assets private and

confidential

3% 13% 47% 24% 13%

All financial and technical details of the 

agreements concluded by the 

government, as well as information on

the implementation of these contracts,

should be available to the public

20% 41% 18% 5% 16%

Data on ethnic origin and religious

orientation should be collected for the

purpose of fair employment in public

administration

10% 33% 19% 14% 24%

A civil servant who reveals

confidential information should

be punished

20% 37% 15% 6% 22%

how much do you agree with the following statements?
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have you ever submitted an official request for free access to information?

Did you receive a timely reply?

If yes, when was it the last time?
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how much do you agree with the following statements?

how much do you agree with

the following statements?

I 

absolutely

agree

I generally

agree

I generally

disagree

I 

absolutely 

disagree

I do not

have an

opinion

An ordinary citizen does not have

enough knowledge to estimate 

whether a particular government 

decision is good or not

16% 46% 17% 5% 16%

mPs take responsibility for

conducting public affairs
22% 47% 10% 2% 19%

Lobbying (impact on the

decision of mPs) is bad for

society

20% 29% 21% 6% 24%

Public hearings, organized at the local

level, have a formal character and 

limited impact on the decisions of 

local government

10% 31% 14% 4% 41%

Blogs and comments on the

Internet do not reflect the political 

public opinion in a proper manner

12% 27% 17% 4% 40%

breakdown of results:
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have you ever taken part in a demonstration or street protest?

When was the last time you took part

in such an event?

If yes, how many times have you taken part in such events?
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In your opinion, which institutions

or organizations have the greatest

impact on the government’s 

decisions?

great 

impact

moderate

impact

Low 

impact
No impact

I do not

know

parliamentary Committees 11% 17% 42% 13% 17%

individual Mps 11% 29% 35% 11% 14%

opposition parties 5% 15% 41% 24% 15%

state audit institution 3% 14% 32% 28% 23%

ombudsman 2% 10% 33% 28% 27%

Commissioner for information of 
public importance and personal 
data protection

3% 11% 32% 29% 25%

Commissioner for the protection of
equality

2% 8% 31% 31% 28%

private tv stations and private press
media

15% 33% 28% 11% 13%

trade unions 5% 14% 32% 33% 16%

local self-governments 3% 27% 35% 20% 15%

ngos and citizen associations 5% 16% 36% 23% 20%

the Church 16% 27% 27% 16% 14%

big international companies 29% 38% 15% 5% 13%

domestic entrepreneurs and 
bankers

34% 34% 13% 5% 14%

breakdown of results:

as presented, serbian citizens feel that big international companies and domestic entrepreneurs
and bankers have the greatest impact on the government’s decisions (at 29% and 34%
respectively), while the majority of citizens believes that trade unions have the least impact (at
33%), followed by independent institutions.
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Does your municipality have a website?

If yes, have you ever visited you municipality's website?

If you have, which information have you searched for, and how often?
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Project partners

This project is funded by the European union

If you have, which information have 

you searched for, and how often?
very often Often Occasionally Never

I read programs and events organized in

my city
8% 11% 37% 44%

I read decisions of the municipal

government, minutes of meetings of the

local government

4% 3% 26% 67%

I read and download decisions and

resolutions of local self-government
2% 3% 23% 72%

I communicate with my committee

member
1% 2% 9% 88%

I send remarks and comments to

municipal secretariats and officials
1% 5% 20% 74%

I submit documents and forms to local

administration
1% 6% 27% 66%

breakdown of results:



CEAS CALENDAR OF EvENTS SEPTEmBER 2013 – FEBRUARy 2014

23. SEPTEmBER 2013

publiCation of Mapping study on open governMent 
partnership standards in serbia

Donor: Directorate General for Enlargement, European Commission

25. SEPTEmBER 2013

third round table „ManageMent of insured risKs and Quality 

of private seCurity serviCes“

Donor: Royal Norwegian Embassy in Belgrade

30. SEPTEmBER 2013

fourth issue of the Ceas Quarterly the neW Century

Donor: Fund for an Open Society, Serbia

21. OCTOBER 2013

round table „proMoting CoMprehensive seCurity seCtor 

reforM“ 

Donor: National Endowment for Democracy, USA

18. NOvEmBER 2013

round table presenting the fifth issue of the Ceas Quarterly 

the neW Century

Donor: Fund for an Open Society, Serbia

20. JANUARy 2014

ConferenCe „proMoting CoMprehensive seCurity seCtor 

reforM“ and proMotion of the aCtion plan for adopting the 

14 Measures

Donor: National Endowment for Democracy, USA

17. FEBRUARy 2014

ConferenCe presenting the siXth issue of the Ceas Quarterly 

the neW Century

Donor: Fund for an Open Society, Serbia



Quarterly THE NEW CENTTURY is a part of
the project “Serbia and EU: what do we have
in common in the field of security and
defense and how to exploit it to the
maximum – public advocacy of continuation
of the security sector reform in Serbia
through extensive use of the resources
provided by Serbia`s accession process”,
supported by the Fund for an Open Society -
Serbia.

CENTER FOR EURO-ATLANTIC
STUDIES – CEAS

Dr. Dragoslava Popovića 15,

11000 Beograd, Srbija

Tel/fax: +381 11 323 9579; 

office@ceas-serbia.org,

www.ceas-serbia.org

The Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies – CEAS is an
independent, atheist, socially oriented left liberal think-
tank organisation, founded in 2007 in belgrade. With its
high quality research work Ceas generates precise
analysis in the field of foreign, security and defence policy
of the republic of serbia. simultaneously, Ceas publicly
promotes innovative, applicable recommendations and
creates practical policy whose aims are

strengthening of the socially oriented, left liberal 
democracy in serbia1

adopting the principle of precedence of individual
over collective rights, without disregard for the rights
which individuals can only achieve through collective
action
development of the of the concept of transitional
justice and the establishment of mechanisms for its
enforcement in the Western balkans region, exchange
of positive experiences, emphasising the importance
of mechanisms of transitional justice for a successful
security sector reform in post-conflict societies in
transition towards democracy
acceleration of the processes of serbian eu
integration and strengthening of its capacities for
confronting global challenges through collective
international action
strengthening cooperation with nato and advocacy
for serbian atlantic integration
strengthening a secular state principle and promoting
an atheistic understanding of the world
Contributing to the erection and preservation of a
more open, safe, prosperous and cooperative
international order, founded on the principles of
smart globalisation and equitable sustainable
development and the international norm of
‘responsibility to protect’

Ceas fulfils the mentioned activities through various
projects assorted in four permanent programmes::

advocacy for serbian euro-atlantic integration;

security sector reform in serbia;

transitional justice;liberalism, globalisation,
international relations and human right.

Ceas is an active member of the reKoM coalition which
gathers more than 1,800 civil society organisations,
individuals from all the countries stemming from the
breakup of former sfry. among them are also missing
persons’ parental and family societies, veterans, news
reporters, representatives of minority ethnic communities,
organisations for the protection of human rights, etc. the
reKoM coalition suggests that governments (or states)
establish reKoM, an independent, inter-state regional
Commission for the establishment of facts on all the
victims of war crimes and other heavy human rights
violations undertaken on the territory of the former sfry
in the period 1991-2001.

during 2012 Ceas became an associate member of the
international association of expert non-governmental
organisations (think-tanks) from europe and Central asia
– pasos, which supports the erection and functioning of
an open society, especially in relation to issues of political
and economic transition, democratisation and human
rights, opening up of the economy and good public
governance, sustainable development and international
cooperation. pasos now has 40 full and 10 associate
members, amongst which is the prestigious european
Council on foreign relations from london-eCfr, and, until
now, only the belgrade Centre for security policy -bCbp,
from the non-governmental sector in serbia. 

during the same year, the Center for euro-atlantic studies 

became the first civil society organisation from the region
of south-eastern europe to join the international Coalition
for the responsibility to protect – iCrtop as a full member.
the coalition brings together non-governmental
organisations from all over the world to collectively
strengthen normative consensus for the doctrine of
responsibility to protect (rtop), with the aim of better
understanding the norm, pushing for strengthened
capacities of the international community to prevent and
halt genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes
against humanity and mobilise the non-governmental
sector to push for action to save lives in rtop country-
specific situations. among the prominent members of the
Coalition are organisation such as the human rights
Watch -hrW and the international Crisis group - iCg

* Social liberalism claims that society needs to
protect freedoms and equal opportunities for all
citizens and encourage mutual cooperation
between government and market institutions
through a liberal system. In the process of
evolution, it agrees that some limitations placed
upon economic affairs are needed, such as anti-
monopoly laws in the fight against economic
monopoly, regulatory bodies or legislation
concerning minimum pay. Soial liberals believe
that governments can (or must) cater for the
comfort, health protection and education
through revenue gained from taxes, so to enable
the best use of the populations’ talent.
Furthermore, liberal-socialism fights against
extreme formsof capitalism and communism. It
also vows for calmer anticlericalism and religious
freedom..
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